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ARCHITECTURE



Common environment

 Installation covering an entire 
organisation

 Common applications available 
for many companies (shared 
configuration)

Quick implementation in 
subsequent departments 
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Regional hubs
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Dedicated installation for a 
company / country / region

Good practice – maintaining 
one version of WEBCON BPS

 Easy application roll-out 
between installations



Dedicated databases
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 Applications grouped 
in separate databases

 Common portal

Data safety

 Efficiency of key applications



FUNCTIONALITIES



Companies

Authorisations

Dedicated authorisations for each company 

 Administration 

Modification

Reading

 Flexible task definition

Dedicated roles for each company

 Possibility of centralising the tasks



Companies

Data sources

Dedicated data sources for each company

 Integration with various external systems



Multilingualism
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Interface language packs

 Languages available by default:

 German

 English

 French

 Italian

 Polish

 Russian

 Possibility of defining one’s own language 
packs

 https://bpstranslator.webcon.com/

https://bpstranslator.webcon.com/


Object names translation

 Steps

 Paths

 Attributes

 Validation notifications

 E-mail templates

Documentation

…



Dictionary values translations

Multilingual data sources

Dynamic translation 
depending on the language 
of the portal chosen by the 
user

Not only the form
 Reports

 E-mail notifications

 Print-out templates



Process template

 Export as a template

 Every import of a template 
results in the creation of a 
new process definition



Process template

 Common environment

Differences in the business 
process for each 
department

 Template – basic version of 
the process

Quick roll-out of the 
template for tests and 
development
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Thank you for your attention!


